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Infinity stones names and colors

Ina Abanayyartu[1] Infinity Gems, Soul Gems, The Stones First Appearance Marvel Premiere #1(April 1972) History The Infinity Stones (formerly known as Infinity Gems and Soul Gems) are powerful artifacts originating from the primordial universe inhabited by Celestials. This dimension serves as the deposition of
countless Infinity Stones, delivered to different realities throughout the Multiverse. [2] The first Infinity gem to appear in the Prime Marvel Universe was Soul Gem, which was given to Adam Warlock by High Evolutionary. [3] Thanos was the first to use the six Soul Gems simultaneously. He intends to destroy the universe
by using the jewels of the Soul to destroy the stars. He was stopped by the Avengers, Adam Warlock and Captain Marvel. [4] [5] The Elders of the Universe are the second entity to use gems in unison. Connecting the six Soul Gems to the device, they can use its beams to absorb the energy of Galactus's life and transfer
it to a barren planet, giving it life. However, Silver Surfer disrupts and destroys the machine, and the gem is lost in the black hole. [6] Galactus also punished some Elders by consuming them. [7] Because the Elders of the Universe were forbidden from entering the realm of Death due to the Grandmaster's previous plot,
Galactus soon found himself poisoned from within by the Elders he consumed. [8] To save Galactus, who asserts that only one gem has the power to absorb the immortal Souls of elders in her body, Silver Surfer, Mr. Fantastic, and Invisible Woman travel through a black hole to recover a gem, in which invisible woman
becomes possessed by a sentient Soul Gem and awakens her evil Malice persona. [9] He is then subdued, but the whole scheme turns out to be an In-Betweener job so that he can use the gems to destroy Galactus. [10] The original shapes and colors of Reed, Sue, and Silver Surfer gems can contact master orders and
Lord Chaos, and both entities agree to assist them in stopping In-Betweener. They then used their power to free the Elders of the Universe trapped inside the Galactus and return it to full force. [11] The Master Order and Lord Chaos then deal with In-Betweener before he causes trouble again and entrusts the five Soul
Gems to the Elders of the Universe, while In-Betweener is imprisoned by his master and defends his Gems. [12] After His Death, Thanos looked into Infinity Well and realized the true nature of Gems, so he set out to acquire all the Soul Gems again (now called Infinity Gems). There it is revealed that Infinity Gems are the
remains of one of the earliest creatures from the creation of the universe. Feeling lonely, he himself into six different fragments. Under unknown reasons, each individual gem becomes associated with a particular aspect: power, space, time, mind, soul, and reality. [13] Infinity Gems Gems by In-Betweener and by
members of the Elders of the Universe who, on the contrary, were unaware of the true essence of their Gems. [14] The crazy Titan Thanos then collects this gem into the Infinity Gauntlet. He takes the Soul Gem from the In-Betweener, the Power Gem from the Champion, the Time Gem from the Gardener, the Reality
Gem from the Collector, the Space Gem from the Runner, and the Mind Gem from the Grandmaster. During the Infinity Gauntlet saga, Thanos uses Infinity Gauntlet to remove from existence half of the universe's population to get the love of Death. [15] In the end, Thanos was defeated when Adam Warlock was able to
gain ownership of Infinity Gauntlet. [16] Infinity War Adam Warlock was brought before the Living Tribunal due to the danger posed by Infinity Gauntlet in his hands. After it was shown that Adam Warlock was too mentally unpredictable, he was required to hand it over. Because it is too dangerous for anyone to have, the
Court of Life ruled that The Infinity Gem is too powerful to be used together again. Warlock then formed Infinity Watch. [17] During the Infinity War, Magus, Adam Warlock's evil persona, tricked Galactus into convincing Eternity to approve the activation of the Infinity Gauntlet so that he could conquer the universe. Magus
defeats the heroes using the activated Infinity Gauntlet. However, Adam is able to defeat Magus when it is revealed that Reality Gem is a fake and Adam, taking advantage of this disorder, is able to trap Magus in his Soul Gem, although the action leaves Warlock in a coma. [18] Ultraverse The Gems were later stolen by



Rune vampires from the Ultraverse and scattered throughout the Ultraverse. [19] Several heroes and villains were also drawn to the Ultraverse, including Adam Warlock. In that universe, another gem, Ego Gem, was found. He claims that it is the ultimate consciousness of Infinity Gems, the original creature and is now
ready to reclaim itself. The gems sparkle as Nemesis, but are defeated by the Avengers and UltraForce (alongside several alternative reality versions of the same team). With his defeat, Gem's ego seems doomed. [21] The gems were rediscovered into the universe by Galactus who planned to use them to end his unless
lost hunger. He is seen retrieving gems from vampire skeletons (possibly Runes) that he picks up through inter-dimensional portals. Galactus's plan failed, and instead allowed a deadly inter-dimensional parasite, named Hunger, access to the Earth-616 universe that mentally influenced Galactus's actions during this
time. Thanos intervened and destroyed the gate. After The Famine is defeated, gems are scattered throughout the universe except the Soul Gem, which Thanos took for Warlock to return. [22] The Illuminati champion will find the Power Stone and use it to advantage over the challenger he is fighting in his arena but
agrees to stop using it using it She-Hulk told him it was a weapon, which was not allowed during his challenge. [23] The Power Gem then falls to Titania,[24] before being taken by She-Hulk. [25] She-Hulk hands over the Power Gem to Mister Fantastic for safekeeping, which prompts Reed to seek help from fellow
Illuminati to collect the remaining gems with the aim of ensuring they will not cause any more trouble for Earth. Once the gems are all brought together in infinity gauntlet, Reed tries to get them out of existence, but fails. Uatu the Watcher then appears to the Illuminati and expresses his disappointment to Reed and the
Illuminati. The Illuminati then divide the gems among themselves. Iron Man accepts Reality, Prof. Xavier the Mind, Namor the Time, Black Bolt the Space, Dr. Strange the Soul and Reed Richards the Power gems. Due to the events after the collection of the Jewels, the Illuminati disbanded for a while. [26] After The Hood
steals the three Gems, and while searching for the fourth, the Illuminati gather once more and, with the help of the Avengers, stop them. After recovering once again six Infinity Gems, they again divide the Gems among themselves (this time, Namor receives power; Mister Fantastic, Reality; Professor Xavier, Mind;
Captain America, time; Iron Man, Space; and Dr. Strange, soul gem) and disband once again. [27] The group gathered after the Black Panther discovered that the Earth was affected by the attack, a multiverse phenomenon that causes periodic collisions between realities. [28] In an attempt to stop the latest attack, the
Illuminati collected the Infinity Gauntlet. Although Captain America managed to prevent the attack, all the gems were destroyed, with the exception of Time Gem, which just disappeared. [1] The Time Gem suddenly returns some time later and transports the Avengers through time. [29] During each time jump, Permata
returns more heroes back to the present until only Captain America is left,[30][31] saved by Iron Lad. [32] After a confrontation with Iron Lad and his future comrades Kang the Conqueror and Immortus, Captain America picks up the Time Gem and uses it to return to the present, despite disappearing again afterwards.
[33] Infinity Countdown After the destruction of the entire Multiverse and its eventual restoration, the destroyed Infinity Gems are recreated and scattered throughout the universe. Collectors and Grandmasters teamed up with Guardians of the Galaxy to find the stones, as they believe they hold the key to learning more
about the destruction and restoration of the universe. This is because from the point of view of its inhabitants, this process occurs in an instant and largely goes unnoticed, and only powerful beings like the Elders can feel the traces of the mysterious reordering that the cosmos suffers from. [34] The Stone of Reality (until
later colored appears in the an exiled dimension in which it is known as the Wuxian Seed. [36] After being crushed in a dispute over its ownership, reality stone takes the form of a dragon-shaped aether and escapes strangeworld. [36] It reappeared (now red) in the universe which was a dark mirror of Earth-616,[37]
where it was later discovered and claimed by Captain Marvel. [38] Space (now blue) and the Mind Stone (now yellow) reappear on Earth. The first mysteriously appeared in a S.H.I.E.L.D. storage facility, with a failed attempt from Loki's part to retrieve it resulting in the gem ending up in Logan's hands. [39] The latter
ended up in the possession of petty criminal Turk Barrett, who began using it to serve his own needs. [38] The remaining three stones appear scattered throughout the universe. The Power Stone (now purple) is manifested in giant sizes on the desert planet Xitaung, where it was discovered by the Nova Corps. [40] The
Time Stone (now green) restores the devastated planet Sakaar, where it was later discovered by Super-Skrull,[41] who planned to use the Infinity Stones to correct the humiliation suffered by the Skrull Empire over the years. Finally, the Soul Stone (now orange) is located by Magus after he forces the Comtemplator to
show him where it is. Magus couldn't enjoy his success as long as Ultron/Hank Pym ambushed and killed him so he could claim the gem for himself, as he intended to assemble the Infinity Gauntlet and rewrite the universe. Gamora with Infinity Stones The Infinity Stones quickly changed owners. Logan leaves space
stone under the care of Black Widow; [38] The Electric Stone was reduced to a handheld size and claimed by the Star-Lord; [42] The Time Stone was stolen from Super-Skrull by Doctor Strange; [43] Eventually, the Soul Gem is taken from Ultron's hands by Warlock with Kang's help. [44] Kang has enlisted Warlock to
stop the soon-to-be disaster caused by whoever collects the Infinity Stones in the future. [45] After learning that other Infinity Stones are on the move, Doctor Strange holds a meeting between its users to assemble a new Infinity Watch. Peters on Earth is disturbed by Gamora, who has stolen the Power Stone from the
Star-Lord and used it to fight against other stone users. Gamora plans to claim all the Infinity Stones as part of a plan to reunite with fragments of himself trapped inside the Soul Gem. [46] In the end, Gamora came out victorious and held all the stones. [47] To prevent opposition from his quest and feed devondra, who is
responsible for Soul Gem's hunger for the soul, Gamora uses the Infinity Stones to fold the universe two parts together before sending a new universe into a pocket dimension called Warp World inside the Soul Gem. Gamora plans to create reality once Devondra devours all the souls inside the Soul Gem. He also Loki is
into the Jewel of the Soul when he asks to be his counsel. Gamora then travels to God Quarry to investigate what was put underneath him because he could not see his past. [48] Warlock and Infinity Stones Gamora were unable to break through the barrier at the bottom of the God's Mine,[49] and he was eventually
confronted by loki and the newly assembled Cosmic Avengers. Gamora accidentally creates a copy of the Infinity Stones when he brings Warp World into existence, and Cosmic Avengers uses it to escape the Soul Gem. Loki's team subdues Gamora and takes the Power, Reality and Space Stones from him. Loki in turn
took these stones for himself in addition to copies of Soul, Time and Mind Stones, thus assembling a complete set of Infinity Stones. He used the stones to send Gamora to Warp World before transporting himself to the unknown realms beneath the Mine of Creation, where he found a group of Celestials guarding the
Infinity Stones' stash. [50] Loki returns from under the Mine of Creation, and uses his Infinity Stones to create inert surplus gems. He handed over the set to the Cosmic Avengers so they could fix the universe. After returning to Soul World and defeating Devondra, Cosmic Avengers joins Adam Warlock to restore the
universe while keeping Warp World intact in Soul Gem. Adam Warlock then uses soul gems to escape Soul World with the Cosmic Avengers and his allies while Drax the Destroyer sacrifices himself to keep the portal leading to the real universe open. After sending Gamora somewhere to set him on the path of
redemption, Adam Warlock decides to give the Infinity Stones a sentence and let them decide their fate to stop the conflict over their power. All Infinity Stones left Earth[2] except for time stone, who was joined by Hector Bautista,[51] and Reality Stone, who was joined by Ripley Ryan. [52] Own property, infinity stones give
great power. They form circuits, which means that mastery of each aspect of infinity stone allows better exploitation of the other. Assembled together, they create positive feedback loops, giving users unlimited power. [50] The gems were also centient. The power of Infinity Gauntlet is known to outweigh abstract entities
such as Eternity. Therefore, the only creatures stronger than the Jewels are the Living Tribunal, The One-Above-All, and Rabum Alal with the power of Beyonders. [Citation needed] Power Stone - Powered by the mastery of the user's mind. Increase strength and endurance, increase almost all known superhuman
abilities, manipulate energy. It also supplies other gems with their power/energy. Space Stone - Powered mastery of user power. Allows travel through space, mostly via teleportation. Capable of interfering with the motion of other objects. Time Stone - Powered by user space mastery. Allows time travel; stop, slow down,
or speed up the flow of time; time; or slow down aging; look to the past and the future; and bend the time with the user's want mail. Reality Stone – Powered by user time mastery. Change all reality; similar to the Cosmic Cube effect, but much, much higher. Soul Stone – Powered by a mastery of user reality. Observe,
attack, or even steal someone's soul or spirit. Also used to restore individuals to their natural state. Mind Stone – Powered by the mastery of the user's soul. Almost infinite psychological abilities include empathy, telepathy, and telekinesis. Gem Protectors Initially, Infinity Gems protected by what would become known as
Infinity Watch after Adam Warlock won the Infinity Gauntlet and was trialled by the Living Tribunal, was found to be too mentally unstable to handle force. Infinity Watch remains until the gem disappears. [53] Each member is chosen by Warlock based on their inability to use Gem's ability or inability to access his or her
full power or potential. [54] Power Gem - Drax the Destroyer; chosen because it cannot fully harness its power. Space Gems - Pip the Troll; chosen because it only exploits the basic power of Gem teleportation. Soul Gem – Adam Warlock Reality Gem – Thanos; chosen because it is smart enough not to abuse the power
of Reality Gem. Time Gem - Gamora and then Maxam. While Gamora was chosen because of his skills, he was later replaced by Maxam after leaving Infinity Watch. [55] The Jewel of The Mind - Moondragon. Being chosen because of previous failures in life and lack of confidence will prohibit him from exploiting his full
potential. However, safeguards were in place to ensure he could not abuse his powers. One of them includes not being able to read people's minds in the Watch. The gems are then protected by the Illuminati, and each member is given a gem to hide from others. [26] After the villain The Hood tries to assemble the Infinity
Gauntlet, the Illuminati take on the Gems, but switch protectors. [27] The use of Infinity Gauntlet to prevent Earth-616 collisions with other Earths caused all the gems but the Time Gem, which had just vanished, was accidentally destroyed. [1] The Time Gem then reappears and takes the Avengers on a journey through
time before disappearing after Captain America uses it to return to the present. [56] After the creation of the Eighth Cosmos, the Infinity Stones spread throughout the universe,[34] passing through many hands before finding a group of owners who became the new short-lived Infinity Watch,[46] from which Gamora stole
all the Infinity Stones:[47] During Infinity Wars, Gamora created a pocket universe in Soul World called Warp World, unwittingly creating duplicates of infinity stones collected by Loki and his allies. This is infinity's last user before Adam Warlock gave each jewel of their own soul so they could live their own lives:[50]
Alternate Reality Home of Black Swan (Earth-1365) In this reality, Infinity Gems are referred to as Inu Abanayyartu, or simply The Stones. Their strength is unknown but may be comparable to their multiverse counterparts. [1] Ultimate Universe (Earth-1610) In this universe, there are eight Infinity Gems, not six. They were
produced on Earth during major disasters, including paleolithic extinction events, Ragnarok, Ultimatum, and the sinking of Atlantis and Lemuria, as a kind of scarring to help the planet. [57] Four of them are in S.H.I.E.L.D. custody.[58] Green gems (possibly Soul Gems) and purple gems (possibly Outer Gems) are
attached to gloves. [59] The Mind Gem was kept separately in Project Pegasus, from which it was stolen by Modi,[60] although it was eventually taken. [61] The Power Gem was contained in The Torch S.H.I.E.L.D. facility in Sioux City, and was stolen by Hydra's double agent commander, crimson. [62] After events
centered around Mind Gem, Invisible Women learn about the other two gems in the challenge. He saw a glove designed to hold four gems, so he set out to find the fourth Gem before falling in the wrong hands. [58] Sue tries to study gems to track the fourth, but finds their spectrum analysis inconsistent. Thor tries to talk
to the gems as if they were centient, demanding another location, causing him and Sue to be teleported to Hydra's research base in New Mexico. [59] After fighting through Hydra's army, Sue discovers another challenge containing a fourth gem, with room for three more stones. [62] Meanwhile, Power Gem is used by
Crimson Commanders to fend off his Nebraska outpost against the Ultimates. The energy surge from the Gem caused the Crimson Commander to disintegrate, and the gem to melt the ground and fall directly into earth's core. [62] The gem recovered from Hydra's New Mexico laboratory produced a rhythmic pulsar
explosion pointing to the Moon, prompting Sue and Thor to travel there. [63] Although they were confronted by the Black Knights of the West Coast Ultimates,[64] Invisible Woman managed to retrieve the Gem. [65] The alternative future Sue Storm, who calls herself Kang, travels back in time from the devastation of her
reality to the present, convinced that she will need Infinity Gems to prevent the disaster she escaped from. [66] He frees hulk, and maker from prison, with quicksilver's help. Kang's Dark Ultimates strokes when Sue Storm is currently briefing the rest of the Ultimates on the five Gems that have been acquired. Hulk
destroys Triskelion and holds the Gem, while Quicksilver picks up the sixth gem from the ruins of the Maker's Dome. [57] Using the near-complete power of Infinity Gauntlets, Dark Ultimates began to reshape their image world. As part of a desperate attempt to stand up against Ultimates, Tony Stark tinkers with gloves
that are theoretically capable of and contains the Electric Gem that became buried beneath Nebraska. Before he could use it, Stark was neutralized by Quicksilver, as he had inside his brain the last Infinity Gem. [67] Iron Man holds Reed's Infinity Gems by surgically removing gems from Tony's brain,[68] and capturing
Johnny Storm from the hospital, brainwashing him, and using his capacity to maintain enormous temperatures to retrieve the Power Gem from Earth's core. [69] After restoring the Power Gem, Pietro collects it from Johnny to hand it over to Reed. Kang must take Permata by force from Pietro, who has realized Reed is
planning to eradicate mutants when he completes the Infinity Gauntlet. [70] The Ultimates and Howling Command confront Reed when Kang arrives with Permata to complete Gauntlets. They are struggling to understand the last gem. Kang tries to convince Reed that he needs to have Gauntlet, otherwise the universe
will end. Thanks to the intervention of Johnny Storm, who had snapped out of brainwashing, the gem fell in Iron Man's possession. The next moment, tears in the fabric of reality caused by Wolverine reverberate through the Multiverse, and destroy Infinity Gems. [66] Marvel Animated Universe 2010 (Earth-12041) The
Avengers first became aware of the existence of the Infinity Stones (as they are called, not Gems) after The Red Skull escaped from his master Thanos with them. The stones (excluding soul stones) were scattered all over the Earth shortly before his ship crashed in Brazil. He managed to defend only one of the five
Infinity Stones, the Power Stone. The Avengers intercept Red Skull and acquire the Power Stone, and they reactivate a secret robot created by Howard Stark called Arsenal to hold his energy in another dimension. [71] The appearance of the Stone on Earth brought the attention of Thanos, who confronted the Avengers
and took the Power Stone from them, but he was later blown up halfway across the universe. [72] Four other Infinity Stones were later discovered by the Avengers. Time Stone was captured after fluctuating through time, and temporarily lodged in iron man's arc reactor; [73] The Mind Stone was confiscated by
M.O.D.O.K., who used it to control S.H.I.E.L.D. and briefly distract the Avengers from each other; [74] The Reality Stone was used by the Supreme Squadron, which changed reality to their liking, but they were stopped by the Avengers; [75] and space stone, which fell into loki's possession, who tried to use it to merge the
Nine Realms and escape from Valhalla. [76] The four Stones are contained in the Avengers Tower, under special care by Tony Stark. However, Black Widow notices that Tony is slowly being undermined by the Stones. He sneaks into the vault containing the Stones and steals them with the intention of handing them
over to Thor so can take it for safekeeping to Asgard. After escaping the rest of the Avengers, who believe him to be a traitor, the Widow is accompanied by Thor to Asgard, but even before handing the Stones over to Heimdall, he is corrupted, and they are forced to return to Earth. The duo were intercepted by Guardians
of the Galaxy, who came to Earth to claim the stones for safekeeping. Black Widow doesn't trust them with the Stones, and confronts them. The Avengers arrive to protect him, because they realize he's right. After the Guardians are dealt with, the Avengers visit Doctor Strange, so he can bury the Stones among nature.
Dormammu arrives later to claim the Stones, and Black Widow is forced to use it to disappear back into its dimension. After initially falling into the influence of the Stones, Natasha was able to hold their control and reject it. However, once he was stripped of the Stones, Thanos returned, and assembled the Infinity
Gauntlet with the Power Stone he already owned. [77] Using Gauntlet, Thanos created a fortress near Earth's orbit. The Avengers tried to stop him, but Mad Titan ignored them as he used Gauntlet to modify Earth's climate, causing earthquakes, ice ages, and other anomalies around the world. As part of the contingency
plan, the Avengers need to get an individual reading of each stone. By attacking Thanos' ego, they made him use every stone alone to fight them. He first age the Avengers until they die with the Time Stone, but Thor forces him to turn back time after causing Titan's energy rays to backfire, aging him. After bringing them
back, he uses Mind Gem to trigger them with anger and make them fight each other, however, Hulk manages to get them to focus their anger and attack Thanos, where titan decides to stop his influence over them. Using the Space Gem, he attacks each Avenger by teleporting as soon as striking. Even after Hawkeye and
Black Widow discover their attack patterns to avoid them, Thanos uses the Jewel of Reality and paralyzes the Avengers, by making them see the reality in which global peace is achieved. Captain America managed to see through this lie, and free the Avengers from his influence. After the Avengers return, Thanos uses
the Power Stone to fight them. After the Avengers restrain him, Thanos decides to stop following their game, and reactivates all gauntlet's powers at once. He used Gauntlet to destroy Iron Man, but it was revealed the armor was remotely controlled, and Stark was in the Avengers Tower, using the readings of every
individual rock to put Arsenal back online. Thanos takes Stark's laboratory to his fortress, but he reboots Arsenal, who go on to fight Thanos. Arsenal absorbed every attack from Thanos, and eventually took It. Using Gauntlet, Arsenal brought Thanos and the Avengers back to Earth, where the team went on to defeat
Mad Titan. When Iron Man tries to take From Arsenal's hands, the robot denied Tony's actions. Revealed the remaining back door in robot programming allows Ultron to possess it. Arsenal are reshaped into Ultron, and the evil AI reveals itself. The five stones were drained of power by Ultron. [78] It was later revealed
that the power of the stones absorbed into Arsenal's pocket dimensions had manifested into live copies of the Avengers that had memories and personalities similar to the original, each capable of using the power of the revered Infinity Stones. [79] Marvel's Spider-Man (Earth-17628) The Soul Stone was placed on Adam
Warlock's forehead, and appeared to darken every time he began to show negative emotions. It was the only stone Thanos didn't use with the others on his challenge. [Citation needed] Marvel vs. Capcom (Earth-30847) Similar to Earth-616, Thanos has put together Infinity Gems and attempted to use infinity gauntlet to
rule the universe, but was stopped by a group of heroes. In later appearances, Infinity Gems is referred to as infinity stones. Ultron and Sigma used the Reality and Space Stones to combine their worlds, as well as unite themselves into Ultron Sigma. The remaining stones are collected by the heroes and used to destroy
Ultron Sigma with Infinity Buster. After that Thor decides that there must be six guardians for the Infinity Stones, two entrusted to Earth, two to Xgard, and two to the Dark Kingdom. [80] Super Hero Squad (Earth-91119) Thanos first acquired the Soul Stone from Adam Warlock. He received a Time Stone from center field.
Thanos receives a Mind Stone from the Grandmaster after Super Hero Squad wins the Supreme Squadron in a contest. Space Stone was found on an asteroid but it was stolen by nebula and he then took it back from it. He received the Power Stone from Nova. After the squabble Nova uses a teleporter to send rocks
deep into the deepest depths of space. Thanos takes the Reality Stone from the Collector and uses it to get the Power Stone back. When Silver Surfer offers Thanos the Infinity Sword, he picks up Gauntlet and uses Soul Stone to trap Thanos. Using her powers, Silver Surfer becomes a Dark Surfer and uses gauntlet
power to deploy Squaddies in six different dimensions. After that, he used it to rip the Earth out of orbit. In the final battle, Surfer divides himself into six different colored copies each color that corresponds to a different Infinity Stone and prepares to fight the Squaddies. As shown, each Hero Factor replies to a certain
Infinity Stone. After the Squaddies defeat him, Dark Surfer sends stones and swords to infinity pool. The swords and stones were crushed into fractals as soon as Doom and Iron Man fought. Fractal fixes what Dark Surfer does to the Universe, and free the lighters trapped in the Soul Stone. Factors that fight each Infinity
Infinity is: Technology Factor: Power Stone Counter. Energy Factor: Against the Time Stone. Elemental Factor: Fighting the Stone of Reality. Animal Factor: Against the Soul Stone. Power Factor: Fighting the Mind Stone. Speed Factor: Against the Space Rock. New Xandar (Earth-94241) To defeat Mad Titan Thanos,
Anwen Bakian uses the Reality Stone to create the Stone of Death. Looking identical to reality stone, Bakian hands it over to an unaware Thanos, where he immediately destroys it. [81] Marvel Cinematic Universe (Earth-19999) In the Marvel Cinematic Universe, Infinity Gems are referred to as infinity stones, which are
space stones, reality stones, power stones, mind stones, time stones, and soul stones. Infinity Stones in their original form According to Collectors, Infinity Stones are six different singularities that existed before the beginning of the universe. Once the universe is created, they are scattered. The Stones, which can only be
resold by powerful creatures, were first used by celestials, who used them to give their unknown breed power, and dominated several planets. At some point, the Celestials lose control of the Stones, and they fall into the hands of other races, such as the Asgardians and the Dark Elves. [82] The Space Stone is capable
of producing an unlimited amount of energy and generates portals to other locations and emits blue light. Living in a cube known as the Tesseract, it was once owned by asgardians and described as a gem of Odin's cash, but the item was eventually abandoned in Midgard. [83] In March 1942, during World War II, the
Red Skull, leader of the deep science organization Nazi Hydra, located and retrieved the Tesseract from a church in Tønsberg, Norway. With the help of its chief scientist, Arnim Zola, the Red Skull uses the Tesseract to supply power to weapons used by its Hydra army. Hydra's plan was foiled when Captain America and
the SSR attacked Hydra's main location. Red Skull tries to escape with the Tesseract, but Captain America is able to board his plane before takeoff. When the two fought, the Red Skull was tapped into the Tesseract, causing it to react violently. Red's skull vanished completely when he handled the Tesseract directly,
causing it to open a dimensional portal, and the object then melted through the plane and fell into the sea. Captain America crashed the plane in the Arctic Circle, and Howard Stark recovered the Tesseract from the seabed while searching for it. [83] In 1995, the Tesseract was studied at Project Pegasus military base by
Mar-Vell, under the guises of Dr. Wendy Lawson. He and USAF pilot Carol Danvers are testing an experimental jet powered remotely by the Tesseract. The jet is attacked by the Kree, and Carol is insinuated by a shattered engine explosion, which gives her superpowers. The Tesseract was swallowed by Flerken, who
came under Take care of Nick Fury. [84] The Tesseract remained in S.H.I.E.L.D. (the successor organization of the SSR) until the early 21st century, when a fight between the Destroyer and Thor destroyed the New Mexico city of Puente Antiguo. [85] Now aware of the existence of advanced extraterrestrials and fearful
of their proposed threats, S.H.I.E.L.D. commissioned astrophysicist Erik Selvig by studying the Tesseract, hoping they could use it to develop weapons. The following year, the mischievous Asgardian Loki stole the Tesseract from the S.H.I.E.L.D. for Thanos in exchange for a Chitauri army he could use to subdue the
Earth. In response to the Tesseract loss, S.H.I.E.L.D. Director Nick Fury gathered a group of heroes known as the Avengers - Captain America, Iron Man, Thor, Black Widow, Hawkeye and Hulk - to stop Loki and take on the Tesseract. Loki has Erik Selvig, who he has hypnotized to do his bidding, build a device that
harnesses the power of the Tesseract to create a hole in space above New York for Chitauri to strike through. The Avengers are able to stop Loki's plan, destroy the machine, and repel the Chitauri invasion. [86] After the Battle of New York, Thor brings the Tesseract back to Asgard,[86] and Heimdall uses his powers to
restore the Bifrost. [87] Eventually, Loki went to retrieve the Tesseract before placing Surtur's skull into the Eternal Fire to start Ragnarok. [88] Moments later, Thanos and the Black Order attack the ship that has been escaped by asgard, and Loki surrenders the Tesseract so that Thanos will not kill Thor. [89] The Reality
Stone is able to bend reality to the user's liking. It was converted into a weapon known as the Aether by Malekith, the leader of the Dark Fairy, who attempted to use the Aether to conquer the Nine Realms before he was stopped by the King of Asgard's Drill. Malekith and a small number of his followers escape into the
dark reach of space, while Drill has a hidden Aether to ensure that it will never be found. Aether was later reactivated by Jane Foster, who discovered the Stone through an anomaly in London, and it was tied to her. Thor takes Jane back to Asgard for her to be cared for, but the kingdom is attacked by the awakened
Malekith and his Dark Fairy trying to regain control of their weapons. The Dark Fairy was rejected, but the Asgardians suffered great losses. Thor decides to take the fight to Dark Elves by taking Jane and Loki with him to Svartalfheim, where Malekith extracts Aether from Jane and binds her with herself. Even with Aether
attached to him, Malekith is defeated by Thor and his human allies during convergence. [87] Believing that keeping two Infinity Stones in the same place would be too dangerous, asgardians left the Aether in Taneleer Tivan, Collector. [87] However, Thanos then travels to Knowhere to retrieve the Reality Stone, possibly
killing the Collector as well. [89] Electric Stones have power destroy any living material to come into contact with it, and emit purple light. Former Ravager named Peter Quill, a.k.a. Star-Lord, find the Sealed Power Stone in the Orb on the planet Morag. It is not known what happened to the Stone between its use by the
Celestials and rediscovered, let alone how it wound on Morag at all. The stone was sought by the fanatical Kree Accuser Ronan, who agreed to send it to Thanos in exchange for the destruction of Xandar, the home of the Nova Corps, in thanos' hands. Thanos' adopted daughter, Gamora, is sent to recover the Orb from
the Star-Lord, but she plans to betray Ronan and his father by selling it to the Collector to keep him out of their hands. After discovering the power of the stone, he and star-lord choose to take him to the Nova Corps, but Ronan gets it instead. However, instead of giving the stone to Thanos, Ronan decides to keep it and
destroy Xandar himself. After a pitched battle, Star-Lord, Gamora, Rocket, and Drax the Destroyer are able to separate the rock from Ronan, saving the planet. Before leaving, the newly minted Guardians of the Galaxy gave the stone to the Nova Corps for safekeeping. [82] At some point, Thanos took the Orb and
destroyed Xandar. [89] The Mind Stone has a variety of powers associated with the mind, and was originally found encased in blue crystals on a stick given to Loki by Thanos to aid his invasion of Earth. When removed the gem is revealed to be much smaller and emits a yellow light. Loki uses a stick to control the minds
of several S.H.I.E.L.D. agents including Clint Barton and Professor Selvig. The stone will hypnotize those who have the edges to touch their hearts; however, contact had to be immediate, as Stone's power failed to work on Tony Stark when Loki tapped the stick in the arc reactor on his chest. Although the Avengers didn't
realize the wand contained another Infinity Stone, or even knew what an Infinity Stone was, they admitted that the wand emitted energy similar to the Tesseract, allowing Black Widow to pass through a failsafe built into the machine Loki used to open a portal for Chitauri to invade Earth through. [86] After Loki's defeat, the
stick was kept in S.H.I.E.L.D. custody and exposed by the combined organization's scientists. One of the scientists, Wolfgang von Strucker, who was a member of the Hydra cell that had grown up in S.H.I.E.L.D. since the end of World War II, had the wand transferred to his fortress in Sokovia before the Hydra conspiracy
was exposed. Strucker found that sticks can also add to the mind as well as cause spontaneous evolution in many degrees. Hydra exposed many test subjects to Rock energy in an attempt to develop superhumans. [90] Only two strucker test subjects survived: the twins Pietro and Wanda Maximoff. Experiment Pietro
physiology speeds, while Wanda is given a variety of psinik psinik not everything is different from the Stone. [91] The Avengers, who had reunited after the fall of S.H.I.E.L.D., attacked Strucker's fortress once they received intelligence from Phil Coulson about it and the location of the stick. [92] Iron Man restored the
baton during the battle and took it back with him to Stark Tower. Tony discovers in Strucker's file that the stick (in fact, the Mind Stone is hidden in it) contains the basis for real artificial intelligence. Tony Stark and Bruce Banner used sticks to develop Ultron, an artificial intelligence that can control the Iron Legion more
effectively than J.A.R.V.I.S.. However, Ultron turned on his creator once he was brought online. Ultron believes the only way to save humanity is to submit to extinction-level events, forcing their evolution. The mad AI escapes from Stark Tower with a stick and returns to Sokovia. Ultron eventually decides that he must also
evolve. Using Mind Stone as a base of intelligence and vibranium for the body, Ultron used Stone's power to persuade Dr. Helen Cho to use her biotechnology cradle to create new life forms. The Avengers separate Ultron from his new body as he transfers his intelligence into it. Tony Stark uploaded J.A.R.V.I.S. into the
body, but Captain America wanted to destroy it because of fears it would turn out like Ultron. This problem is solved when Thor, who has seen the Mind Stone in a vision, uses Mjolnir's power to animate the android. The creation of Ultron, now called Vision, has a Mind Stone embedded in his head, and shows his worth
to the Avengers when he can easily lift Thor's hammer. The Avengers, Vision and Maximoff twins, with help from Nick Fury and a team of former S.H.I.E.L.D. agents end Ultron's plans in Sokovia, with Vision destroying Ultron's last body. That vision became an official member of the Avengers after the battle. Before
returning to Asgard, Thor tells Iron Man and Captain America that androids can be entrusted with Mind Stone. [93] When the Black Order came to Earth to retrieve the Mind Stone for Thanos, the Avengers decided to bring Vision to Wakanda, where they could safely try to remove the stone without risking Vision's life.
When Thanos finally arrives, Vision, realizing that they are running out of time, asks Wanda Maximoff to destroy the stone, even though it is still inside her. After Wanda destroys it, Thanos uses the Time Stone to turn back the time, and takes the stone from Vision's head. [89] The Time Stone, which emits a green light,
allows its users to manipulate time. Stephen Strange used the Time Stone in Agamotto's eyes to reverse the devastation Kaecilius caused in Hong Kong, and then forced Dormammu to leave Earth by trapping dormammu in a circle of time. When Strange returned Mata to the Taj-Room, Wong noted he made a wise
choice given the risk of walking with Infinity Stone. [94] However, one year later, when Thor first met Strange, he wore Agamotto's Eye, which may contain a Time Stone, around his neck. [88] When the Black Order came to Earth to retrieve the Time Stone for Thanos, they took Strange, unable to remove the Eye itself.
After tormenting Strange to remove the charm in the Eyes, Ebony Maw is sucked into a vacuum after being duped by Tony Stark and Peter Parker. Strange, Tony, and Peter then land on Titan, where they meet Peter Quill, Drax, and Mantis. While trying to come up with a plan to defeat Thanos, Strange used Mata to look
ahead in time to see more than 14 million possible outcomes from the upcoming conflict, with them winning only in one. When Thanos arrives the battle begins between him, Strange, Tony, Parker, Quill, Drax, Mantis, and Nebula. Later in the fight, when Thanos is about to kill Tony, Strange hands over the Time Stone in
exchange for Tony's life. [89] Soulstones have the ability to manipulate life and death. It lived on the planet Vormir for an untold amount of time. After his attempt to abuse the Power of the Tesseract, the Red Skull is sent to Vormir and condemned to be the guardian of the Soul Stone. At some point, Gamora finds a map
that leads to the rock, but destroys it so that Thanos cannot find the stone itself. After Thanos captures Nebula sneaking onto his ship to try and kill him, he looks into Nebula's memory and discovers that Gamora knows where the rock is. Thanos then captures Gamora and forces him to reveal the rock's location by
torturing nebula. After revealing that the stone was in Vormir, Gamora was taken there by Thanos to retrieve the Stone. Once they arrive, Red Skull reveals that to retrieve the stone, a loved one must be sacrificed. Thanos, tearful, sacrificed Gamora, getting the stone to himself. [89] After acquiring all the stones, Thanos
used them to erase half of life in the universe to rebalance them. Three weeks later, he used them to destroy themselves, so his work could not be undone. However, five years later, the Avengers have the idea of returning to a different point in the past and finding the Infinity Stones again to undo the snap. They sent
different teams to get time, space and mind stones in 2012 alternatives in Manhattan, Reality Stone in 2013 alternatives in Asgard and Soul and Power Stones in 2014 alternatives in space. However, the team's 2012 plan went awry and they had to return further in time to get Space Stone and Pym Particles to return to
the present. Black Widow had to sacrifice herself to get the Soul Stone while past versions learn about its future and capture the current Nebula to get there. Going back to the present, the Avengers managed to rebuild infinity gauntlet and bring back everyone erased by Thanos five years earlier, but passing Thanos
himself arrived shortly afterwards announces its intention to acquire the Infinity Stones to destroy the universe and recreat it so that its inhabitants will not understand what happened before. His plan fails as Iron Man finally gets his hands on the Infinity Stones and wipes out Thanos and his army at the expense of his own
life. Infinity Stones in the past had to go back to the right time period because otherwise they wouldn't have balanced the reality of whether they came from and created some alternate timelines. [95] Home to the Great Society (Earth-4290001) In this reality, the gem takes the form of six square panels, called Forever
Glass, which when assembled will form the Wishing Cube. Cubes are used by the Great Society to avoid attacks, but cubes and panels seem to be destroyed in the process. [96] Marvel Contest of Champions (Earth-TRN517) In Battlerealm, infinity stones are created by channeling the energy released by the great
battles of the Champion Contest. However, Battlerealm's convoluted nature makes them unstable and difficult to control. The first Infinity Stone from Battlerealm (Genesis Stone) was created by Maestro from concentrated ISO-8 dust that he left incubated inside the Contest participants; the second (called the Evolution
Stone) was created from the ISO-Terrigen cocoon dark Phoenix; the third (named War Stone) was created during the battle to prevent Dormammu from conquering Battlerealm; and the fourth (Nightmare Stone) was created by M.O.D.O.K. with the help of Taskmaster using data obtained from summoner battles at the
M.O.D.O.K. Hotel Following the Maestro's defeat in his hands, Thanos took the Genesis Stone for himself and conducted a search to get another. After claiming the Evolutionary Stone, Thanos tries to claim the War Stone as well, but Doctor Strange, who has been investigating Mad Titan since he disappeared with the
Genesis Stone, holds it first. In unknown circumstances, Thanos comes to have Nightmare Stone and Stark Enhanced Spider-Man acquire a new Infinity Stone (Chaos Stone). Thanos tries to steal the Chaos Stone from Spider-Man, but Doctor Strange and the other Battlerealm heroes intervene. After the Infinity Stones
are scattered in Battlerealm once again due to the actions of Black Panther, the Goddess of Death Hela secures the remaining Infinity Stone and gives it to Thanos, who in turn uses it to trap most of battlerealm heroes in a lifeless copy of reality to collect the other five stones without support. [97] The color notes of the
other two additions (seventh and eighth) of Infinity Gems in Ultimate Universe are unclear. The Jewel of the Mind is blue. [98] The two gems in Infinity Gauntlet in S.H.I.E.L.D.'s possession are green and purple. [59] The gem that owns the Crimson Commander is red (while it is not as a Power Gem, it displays the same
capabilities). [62] Gems were found in Hydra's New Mexico outpost is light purple. [62] Gems found on the Moon are white. [62] However, when infinity gauntlet is shown with gems restored by Invisible Woman (which is every Gem introduced so far except the Power Gem), the light purple and white gems are instead
orange and yellow. The second red gem was taken by Quicksilver from Maker's Dome. [57] Gems extracted from Tony Stark's mind are orange. [62] When Iron Man assembles all of the eight gems, they appear red, yellow, purple, green, white, orange, and two blue. [62] In the original story depicting the stones' origins,
Stones emerges after a cosmic suicide known as nemesis. See Also Link References and References
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